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ARTICLE INFO  Fuel conversion from heavy oil to natural gas is favoured as a quick remedy for GHG reduction 

from industrial engines in ship propulsion and power generation fields thanks to fewer carbon 

contents in natural gas. In medium-speed gas engines, the ejection of torch flame from a pre-

chamber is often used to promote flame propagation within a main combustion chamber. Although 

orifice specifications affect the ejection behaviour of the torch flame and the following combustion 

in the main chamber, the effects are difficult to fully understand. Some of the authors developed  

a constant-volume combustion vessel that simulated the combustion chamber around the top dead 

centre of a pre-chamber type gas engine and observed the effects of orifice specifications on the 

torch flame ejection and the combustion in the main chamber. Still, the correlation was not con-

cluded due to the lack of physical examination. In the paper, the above measurement results were 

confirmed by using RANS-type CFD considering the larger scale of the target engines, and the 

physical background of the effects of orifice specifications was successfully reproduced. 
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1. Introduction  
Many countries that are signatories to the Paris Agree-

ment have set their action plans to achieve carbon neutrality 

(CN) by 2050, and progress is being made in the develop-

ment of electrification [6] and e-fuels [11] to decarbonize 

prime movers in the field of land transportation. More gen-

erous GHG reduction targets have been set for off-road 

power sources, such as industrial engines and marine en-

gines, because of their long continuous operating time, and 

high average engine load, which results in the difficulty in 

electrification. However, IMO/MEPC80 in 2023 [12] de-

clared GHG reductions in the marine sector should be in 

line with other sectors. Since internal combustion engines 

will account for the majority even when CN is achieved, it 

is essential to shift to non-carbon-containing fuels such as 

ammonia and hydrogen by 2050. Due to the difference in 

combustion characteristics, long-term development is still 

necessary for practical application, and toward the short-

term goal of halving GHG emissions by 2030, gas engines 

purely running on natural gas (NG) should be introduced on 

a large scale. After the widespread use of hydrogen fuel, 

continuous usage of gas engines with e-gas obtained from 

methanation could be the next option [1]. 

The mainstream of current marine gas engines burns  

a lean premixture of NG/air preferring the potential for 

reducing NOx emissions without additional after-treatments 

and improving thermal efficiency thanks to the high degree 

of constant volume [10]. However, due to the lower com-

bustion speed of the lean premixture, it is not easy to com-

plete combustion in a combustion chamber of a larger scale, 

therefore a smaller ignition source or lower ignition energy 

may increase slippage of unburned methane and cycle-to-

cycle variations [8]. For this reason, various enhanced igni-

tion measures have been used for lean-burn gas engines 

instead of a usual open chamber with a spark plug. In me-

dium-speed engines, so-called “precombustion chamber 

(PC) ignition” has been widely studied [14, 15, 20]. In the 

PC ignition, torch flames ejected through orifices bored at 

the tip of a PC are expected to promote the combustion in  

a main combustion chamber (MC) of the lean-burn gas 

engines, to shorten the distance for the premixed flame to 

propagate toward an end-gas zone, and to expand the stable 

combustion range free from misfire and knocking [5].  

PC ignition systems are divided into passive PC ignition 

mainly used in lean-burn gas engines of ca. 200 mm or less 

in the bore, and active PC ignition so in lean-burn gas en-

gines of more than 200 mm in the bore. The former is es-

sentially a small dome-shaped cap attached over an elec-

trode gap of a spark plug. There is no active scavenge of the 

inner PC gas, and the combustible MC mixture is the only 

fuel source that comes in through orifices drilled in the cap 

during a compression stroke. The latter has a PC of larger 

volume and an independent fuel supply path that realises 

the local stratification of the mixture concentration from PC 

to MC and strengthens the ignition potential and penetration 

of the torch flame. The active PC ignition is sometimes ap-

plied to small high-speed SI (Spark Ignition) engines and is 

named TJI (Turbulent Jet Ignition). It has been eagerly stud-

ied to promote combustion in small high-speed SI engines [3, 

16, 25] and some extreme-performance engines [19]. 

Marine lean-burn gas engines, however, have significant 

geometric differences, such as a cylinder bore that exceeds 

the knock limit (ca. 100 mm in bore) of small SI engines,  

a smaller volume ratio of PC to MC and a multi-orifice 

layout in the PC tip. In addition, marine lean-burn gas en-

gines are highly supercharged to keep the mean effective 

pressure compatible with their diesel substitutes under lean 

mixture conditions. These factors push the marine lean-
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burn gas engines to have an independent fuel supply device 

in their PC. Even so, their stable operation range is strictly 

limited between a knocking limit on the richer mixture side 

and a misfiring limit on the leaner mixture side [21], and 

the active PC ignition for marine lean-burn gas engines [7, 

13, 18] has been investigated and studied separately from 

the TJI for high-speed SI engines. 

In general, because of high cost for experiments and 

measurements in large-scale engines, CFD simulation is 

intentionally utilized to support the development and design 

process of large lean-burn gas engines [2, 9, 24]. For exam-

ple, in-cylinder phenomena such as the mixture formation 

in a PC [17] and pre-ignition initiated by lubricant oil drop-

lets were numerically reproduced [23], although the validity 

of those simulations cannot be secured because of the lack 

of measurements including actual visualization of the torch 

flame in the whole of a MC. There are very few cases in 

which the validity of numerical predictions was examined 

by tracing back the effects of PC orifice specifications on 

the torch flame behaviours in the MC. Moreover, the validi-

ty of the simulation should be examined by comparing it 

with actual visualization data in consideration of the un-

steady nature of lean-burn gas engine’s in-cylinder phe-

nomena such as mixture formation and two-stage ignition 

and combustion process. 

Wakasugi et al. [22] developed a CVCV (Constant Vol-

ume Combustion Vessel) that simulated the combustion 

chamber around the top dead centre of a PC-type gas en-

gine and observed the effects of orifice specifications on the 

torch flame ejection and the combustion process in the main 

chamber. Still, the correlation between them was not con-

cluded due to the lack of physical examination. 

In the study, the above measurement results were nu-

merically confirmed by RANS-type CFD considering the 

larger scale of the target engines, and the mechanism of the 

effects of the orifice specification was successfully repro-

duced and extensively examined in non-combustible ambi-

ent conditions of the MC. 

2. Experimental apparatuses and procedures 
As mentioned, the measurement results acquired by 

Wakasugi et al. [22] were fully adopted for comparison 

with the CFD simulation, since they can be said to be rare 

attempts to investigate the effects of orifice specifications 

by visualizing ejection behaviour of the torch flame from  

a pre-chamber and the following combustion process in  

a main chamber. Although the duplication with the source 

literature is inevitable, the main points for measurement are 

described below. 

Figure 1 and Table 1 show the cross-sectional views of 

the CVCV and its main specifications, respectively. The 

CVCV has a simple pancake-shaped internal volume as  

a Main combustion Chamber (MC) of 240 mm in bore and 

30 mm in height. The MC is nearly equivalent to the clear-

ance volume of a typical medium-speed natural gas engine. 

A Pre-Chamber (PC) with orifices near its bottom is 

mounted on the centre of the CVCV top lid, and the config-

uration of the PC, such as orifice diameter and the number 

of orifices, can be changed by exchanging a PC tip attached 

to the bottom of the PC. The details of tested PC tips will 

be explained later. The PC and MC have independent 

air/fuel mixture intake paths, and each can supply air/fuel 

mixture of different compositions. The bottom wall of the 

MC is entirely made of quartz glass, and the inner surface 

of the MC top lid is mirror-polished. The layout realizes 

full optical access to in-chamber combustion phenomena 

from the bottom window and double-path type shadow-

graph optics.  

 

Fig. 1. Cross-sectional views of the CVCV 

 
Table 1. Main specifications of CVCV 

Main chamber (DMC × MC  H ) 240 mm × 30 mm 

Pre-chamber (DPC × PC  H )
20 mm × 65 mm 

(upper part w/o PC tip) 

Optical window (Dw × t) 
260 mm × 100 mm 

Fused quartz glass 

Max. in-chamber press. 10 MPa 

Ignition device in PC Spark plug 

Mixture supply system PC and MC separated 

3. CFD setup and procedures 
The 3D-CFD simulation by CONVERGE was tried to 

reproduce the above experimental results in the CVCV 

simulating combustion phenomena in a PC-type gas engine. 

Considering the larger scale of target medium-speed en-

gines and the practical CFD usage in the design phase of 

future gas engines, a RANS turbulence scheme was adopted 

to save computational load and time. The details of the 

calculation setup and procedures are as follows. 

The SAGE detailed chemical kinetics solver by Senecal 

[13] was adopted as the combustion model, and the spark 

ignition was modelled by the energy source model. The 

RNG k-ε model was adopted as a typical turbulence model 

in RANS simulation. In general, the SAGE combustion 

model calculates the elementary reaction rate while CFD 

solves the transport equation. However, to reduce the com-

putational expense, this detailed chemistry was only acti-

vated in cells that passed the minimum temperature, and 

HC mole fraction specified in CONVERGE. In addition, 

the multi-zone chemistry model by Babajimopoulos [24] 

was used to expedite the detailed chemistry calculations. 

The reduced primary reference fuel mechanism was used to 

make efficient calculations. The standerd reaction mecha-

nism in CONVERGE was used, and it consists of the re-

duced version of GRI-Mech1.2 by Andrei [9] with an en-

hanced Zeldvich mechanism embedded and consists of 26 

species and 107 reactions for methane. 

Check valve for PC 

Spark plug 

Pre-chamber 

Main chamber 

Press. pickup 

PC tip 

Quartz glass 

Visualization direction of shadowgraph 
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Figure 2 shows the initial meshing of the computational 

domain that models the internal volume of the CVCV. The 

PC and the MC of the CVCV are reproduced with cubic 

cells according to a rectangular Cartesian coordinate. In the 

case of the figure, the reference PC tip is set on the PC 

bottom. As shown in the figure, the orifices of the tested PC 

tips are horizontally bored. 

The cell size was uniformly minimized at 1.0 mm in the 

internal space of the PC including the orifices. Considering 

the unburned gas and the torch flame ejection from the PC 

orifices, groups of cells of a truncated-cone shape were 

attached to the exit of orifices with a minimum diameter of 

about 8 mm and with a spread angle of about 30 degrees as 

shown in the figure. The initial number of cells was set to 

about 275,000. After the start of combustion in the MC, 

however, the Adaptive Mesh Refinement (AMR) was acti-

vated based on the local gradient in temperature and veloci-

ty between the cells, and the AMR automatically contracted 

the minimum cell size to 0.5 mm and increased the number 

of cells to a maximum of 150 million. All the wall tempera-

tures surrounding the CVCV combustion chambers were set 

to 300 K. The heat loss to the wall surfaces was predicted 

by the turbulent heat transfer model based on the boundary 

layer treatment using the nondimensional distance y+ and 

the turbulent kinetic energy. 

For a better understanding of the calculation results, 

preceding jets of unburned PC mixture and following torch 

flames should be distinguished from the ambient gas or the 

mixture in the MC. In the study, the gas components orig-

inating from the PC mixture were identified as marker gas. 

 

Fig. 2. Schematic view of initial meshing of the computational domain for 

the CVCV inner volume with a reference PC tip (Tip #1, see Table 3 and 
 Fig. 3) 

 

The jets of the unburned PC mixture were identified by 

setting the boundary concentration of marker gas to 1.0 

mass%, and the torch flames including the ignited MC 

mixture were identified by setting the boundary cell tem-

perature to 350 K or higher. 

4. Experimental conditions 
Table 2 lists the experimental conditions both for com-

bustion tests and numerical simulations. Photographing 

setups for the combustion tests are also included in the 

lower lines of the table. Following the mixture formation in 

actual PC-type gas engines, the PC is always filled with  

a stoichiometric (PC = 1.0) CH4/air mixture to secure stable 

ignition and strong torch flame ejection. MC gas condi-

tions, however, were determined by the experimental con-

siderations. In the case of non-combustible MC gas, the MC 

is filled with pure nitrogen by shutting off both an oxygen 

valve for artificial air preparation in the primary supply line 

and a CH4 valve in the secondary supply line. In the case of 

MC mixture gas, both the valves are open to prepare  

a CH4/air mixture of an equivalence ratio of MC = 1.7. 

 
Table 2. Experimental conditions 

Gas charging state 1.0 MPa, 300 K 

Fuel gas in PC CH4/air premixture, PC = 1.0 

Ambient gas 

in MC 

N2 (non-combustible) 

CH4/air premixture, MC = 1.7 

PC tips #1#8 on Table 3 

Frame rate 20,000 fps 

Resolution 1024×1024 pixels 

Exposure time 10.0 s 

 

Figure 3 shows a cross-sectional view of the reference 

PC tip: Tip #1. As mentioned above, PC orifices are hori-

zontally bored to make it easy to measure the penetration 

and spread cone angle of the torch flame from the visual-

ized torch flame images through a quartz glass window 

covering the whole bottom surface of the MC. 

 

Fig. 3. Cross-sectional view of the reference PC tip (Tip #1, see Table 3) 

 

Table 3 shows a specification list of eight PC tips identi-

fied as Tip ID: #1~#8. Tip #1 is selected as the reference 

PC tip, in which the orifice diameter; Dori is 3.5 mm, and 

the number of orifices; Nori is set to 8. Tips #2 and #3 have 

Nori of 6 and 10, respectively, and their Dori is determined so 

that the total orifice opening area is almost the same as 

that of Tip #1. For Tips #4 and #5, Nori is set constant at 8 

and Dori is set to 2.5 mm and 5.0 mm, respectively.  

 

 
 
 

 
 

A                                                                               A’ 
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Main chamber of CVCV 

B                                                                                B’ 
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Table 3. Main specifications of the PC tips 

PC tip ID 

Orifice specifications 
Tip throat diameter 

Dtrt [mm] 

Chamber vol. ratio 

VPC/VMC [%] 
Diameter 

Dori [mm] 

Length 

Lori [mm] 

Aspect ratio 

(L/D)ori [-] 

Number of holes 
Nori [-] 

Total opening area 
Aori [cm2] 

#1 3.5 7.5 2.14 8 0.770 15 2.3 

#2 4.0 7.5 1.86 6 0.754 15 2.3 

#3 3.1 7.5 2.42 10 0.755 15 2.3 

#4 2.5 7.5 3.00 8 0.393 15 2.3 

#5 5.0 7.5 1.50 8 1.571 15 2.3 

#6 3.5 5.0 1.43 8 0.770 10 2.0 

#7 3.5 7.5 2.14 8 0.770 10 2.0 

#8 3.5 10.0 2.86 8 0.770 10 2.0 

 

Each nozzle tip has a different orifice aspect ratio; (L/D)ori 

ranging from 1.43 to 3.00 and two variations of relative PC 

volume; VPC/VMC at 2.3% (Tips #1#5) or 2.0% (Tips #6 

#8). 

5. Results and discussion 

5.1. Analysis methodology 

In a PC-type gas engine, combustion in an MC pro-

gresses due to the combination of the forced ignition by the 

torch flames and their mixing/combustion promotion effect 

on the MC mixture. To identify the above effects, the 

CVCV can switch the MC ambience to non-combustible 

pure nitrogen or methane-air premixture. Wakasugi et al. 

[22] carried out visualization measurements of the torch 

flame with the MC ambience under both non-combustible 

and combustible conditions. 

In this study, however, as a first step in investigating the 

combustion process of PC-type gas engines, the reproduci-

bility of numerical predictions regarding the influence of 

orifice specifications on torch flame ejection behaviour was 

evaluated by comparing measurement results in non-

combustion conditions with numerical prediction results. 

Moreover, the preceding ejection process of unburned gas 

from the PC, which is difficult to observe with visualization 

experiments was numerically examined. 

5.2. Effects of orifice aspect ratio 

As explained, eight PC tips with different specifications 

were prepared to investigate the influence of orifice speci-

fications, but changing only certain factors is not always 

easy and requires careful consideration of measurement 

results. First, the effects of the orifice aspect ratio; (L/D)ori 

were examined as an example of changing a single specific 

factor of a PC. 

Figure 4 compares the temporal change of the penetra-

tion length and the spreading (cone) angle of the torch 

flame between the measurement results and the simulation 

results when only the aspect ratio was varied in a range of 

(L/D)ori = 1.43, 2.14, and 2.86 by changing Lori = 5.0 mm 

(Tip #6), 7.5 mm (Tip #7), and 10.0 mm (Tip #8) respec-

tively while keeping Nori = 8, Dori = 3.5 mm. Both values 

are averaged over the 8 torch flames from each orifice. The 

displayed time unit: ASOE represents the elapsed time 

since the torch flame started ejecting from the PC. Increas-

ing the aspect ratio extends the penetration of torch flames 

and suppresses their spreading angle. Compared to diesel 

spray, a major feature of torch flame is that there is a high 

inverse correlation between ejection velocity and spread 

angle, but the tendency was relatively small in these cases 

because the ejected momentum was kept the same. It 

should be noted the discrepancy between measurements and 

numerical predictions is large in the early stage of the torch 

flame ejection, and the order of the penetration between 

(L/D)ori = 2.14 and 2.86 is reversed. It may be caused by the 

difficulty in determining the ignition of the unburned me-

thane-air premixture preceding torch flames. In the visuali-

zation, the determination depends on how to distinguish the 

boundary between the unburned mixture and the torch 

flame based on the brightness of the shadowgraph image, 

and in the CFD calculation, it depends on the evaluation of 

the dilution effect by atmospheric nitrogen. Although the 

difference between the two decreases in the late stage of 

ejection as the momentum of the torch flame decreases, 

the influence of underestimation of the measurement seems 

more dominant (See arrows B and C in Fig. 5). As for the 

spreading angle of the torch flame, its trends versus (L/D)ori 

are said to be well reproduced both qualitatively and quanti-

tatively. 

Figure 5 compares the shadowgraph images of the torch 

flame and the visualized results of the numerical prediction. 

The black circle in the centre of the shadowgraph image 

corresponds to the bottom of the PC. The prediction results 

show the area where the temperature surpassed the thresh-

old level in the horizontal cross-section B-B' in Fig. 2. Due 

to the insufficient adjustment of the optical system, false 

information was often superimposed in the shadowgraph 

images as a darkened area of about twice the PC radius 

around the PC (See arrow A in the figure). In addition, 

because of dividing the cylindrical combustion chamber of 

the CVCV with cubic cells, the predicted penetration and 

the shape of the torch flames tend to be different whether 

the direction of mesh division is perpendicular or oblique to 

the torch flame ejection. 

5.3. Effects of throat diameter of nozzle tip 

Second, the effects of the throat diameter of a nozzle 

tip; Dtrt were checked as another example of changing  

a near single PC specification by replacing the reference PC 

Tip #1 (Dtrt = 15 mm) with Tip #7 (10 mm). With this 

exchange, a PC/MC volume ratio; VPC/VMC was also re-

duced from 2.3 % to 2.0 % and the stored energy in the PC 

by 15%, and some throttling effect was given at the same 

time during the flame propagation from a main part of the 

PC to the PC tip. 
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Fig. 4. Effects of (L/D)ori on torch flame penetration and its spreading angle by PC Tip #6 ((L/D)ori = 1.43), #7 (2.14), and #8 (2.86) respectively with  

 Nori = 8 and Dori = 3.5 mm in common, measurement results (left half), and simulation results (right half) 

 

 

Fig. 5. Effects of orifice aspect ratio; (L/D)ori on ejection behaviour of torch flame by PC Tip #6 ((L/D)ori = 1.43), #7 (2.14), and #8 (2.86) respectively 

 with Nori = 8 and Dori = 3.5 mm in common, shadowgraph images (upper row of island), and simulation results (lower row) 
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Figure 6 shows the temporal change of the penetration 

length and the spreading angle of the torch flame compar-

ing the measurement and simulation results. All in all, the 

decrease in Dtrt was observed to cause a slower ejection 

speed from the PC orifice and a wider spreading angle of 

the torch flame. The agreement of both results was qualita-

tively good in these aspects, but the torch flame penetration 

was overestimated especially in the jet-developing process 

of the Dtrt = 10 mm (VPC/VMC = 2.0%) case. The numeri-

cal simulation in the study may overestimate the heat re-

lease rate in the PC and the exaggeration of the throttling 

effect. These suggest that not only the stored energy in the 

PC but also the combustion process and the cross-sectional 

shape are important for predicting the ejection behaviour of 

torch flame. 

5.4. Effects of number of orifices 

Third, the effects of Nori on torch flame behaviour were 

preferentially explored because the number of orifices is an 

important design factor in a PC-type gas engine. It directly 

affects the torch flame distribution and the ignition area in 

the MC mixture. In the study, Nori was set to 6 (Tip #2),  

8 (Tip #1), and 10 (Tip #3) with the total orifice opening 

area; Aori and the PC volume; VPC kept almost constant. So, 

Dori changed to 4.0 mm, 3.5 mm, and 3.1 mm, and 

(L/D)ori changed to 1.86, 2.18, and 2.42 for the Nori = 6, 8, 

and 10 orifice cases, respectively. 

Figure 7 and 8 summarize the measurement and simula-

tion results in the same manner as the previous case. The 

false information was superimposed again in the shadow-

graph images of the Nori = 10 case (See arrow A). Since the 

momentum of a single torch flame is inversely proportional 

to Nori, the Nori = 6 case shows the longest penetration and 

the Nori = 10 shows the shortest. However, the torch flame 

penetration showed little difference until about 1 ms ASOE 

in all cases, then the growth gradient for the 10-orifice case 

got slower around the timing, and the 6-orifice case showed 

a similar behaviour at about 6 ms ASOE. This trend can be 

attributed to the momentum of the individual torch flames. 

The torch flame led by unburned gas in the PC has a sharp-

er tip than two-phase diesel sprays. It suggests the preced-

ing unburned PC mixture could assist the torch flame pene-

tration before slowing down claimed by Zhou et al. [25]. 

The overall reproducibility of the torch flame behaviour 

by the CFD of the study shows good agreement with these 

characteristics of the torch flame. Moreover, prediction 

results for 2 ms ASOE with Nori = 6 hinted that the torch 

flames located in up and down directions in Fig. 6 partially 

quenched at their tip and an unburnt region remains in the 

centre of the tip even after flame development, indicating 

that the ejection intensity of the torch flame can affect the 

combustion process in the MC (See arrow B). Although the 

prediction results successfully reproduce effects on the 

penetration and spreading angle of the torch flame, as well 

as their order among the tested Noris, the predictions overes-

timate the penetration up to around 2 ms ASOE in the early 

 

Fig. 6. Effects of Dtrt n torch flame penetration and its spreading angle by PC Tip #1 (Dtrt = 15 mm, VPC/VMC = 2.3%) and #7 (10 mm, 2.0%) respec-
tively with Nori(= 8) and Lori(= 7.5 mm) in common, measurement results (left half), and simulation results (right half) 
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Fig. 7. Effects of number of orifices; Nori on ejection behaviour of torch flame by PC Tip #2 (Nori = 6, Dori = 4.0 mm), #1 (8, 3.5 mm), and #3 (10, 

 3.1 mm) respectively, with ca. same Aori, measurement results (upper row of island), and simulation results (lower row) 

 

Fig. 8. Effects of Nori on torch flame penetration and its spreading angle by PC Tip #2 (Nori = 6, Dori = 4.0 mm), #1 (8, 3.5 mm), and #3 (10, 3.1 mm) 
respectively, with ca. same Aori, measurement results (left half), and simulation results (right half) 
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images that as Dori increases, the penetration of the torch 

flame decreases and the spreading angle after the torch 

development increases. Unlike the previous experiments 

with almost constant Aori, there was a clear difference 

among the penetrations of the three cases immediately after 

the ejection. This can be explained by the fact that the ejec-

tion speed of the torch flame from orifices could be roughly 

in inverse proportion to Aori or square of Dori, since the 

combustion process in the PC is thought to be the same 

regardless of the nozzle tip specifications. 

5.5. Effects of orifice diameter 

Finally, the effects of the orifice diameter: Dori were in-

vestigated by changing the reference Tip #1 to Tip #4 or 

Tip #5. Dori was 2.5 mm in Tip #4, 3.5 mm in Tip #1, 

and 5.0 mm in Tip #5 keeping Nori(= 8), Lori(= 7.5 mm), 

and VPC/VMC(= 2.3%) at their reference values. The ratio of 

Aori among these PC tips was about 1: 2: 4, and (L/D)ori 

changed from 3.00 through 2.14 to 1.50. So, the effects of 

(L/D)ori should be counted when considering both experi-

mental results. 

Figure 9 and 10 summarize the measurement and simu-

lation results. Again, arrow A in a shadowgraph image of 

the Dori = 5.0 mm case shows that the false information 

was include. It can be seen in the shadowgraph stage of 

ejection and the effects of Nori on the spreading angle. The 

latter may reflect the larger flame contour variation with 

jetting momentum in the spread angle.  

Both the measurement and simulation results showed 

good qualitative agreement with the above behaviour, but 

they do not match quantitatively very well except for the 

reference case of Tip #1. The penetration length was 

unignorably underpredicted in the Dori = 2.5 mm case and 

overestimated in the Dori = 5.0 mm case while the spread-

ing angle was underestimated in the latter case. The reason 

may be that the prediction in this study does not accurate-

ly reflect the stretching and misfiring of a reaction zone 

varied on the ejection speed of the torch flame. In other 

words, in the Dori = 2.5 mm case, the ignitability of the 

preceding PC mixture may be underestimated compared 

to the measurement results. In contrast, it may be overesti-

mated in the Dori = 5.0 mm case. All of these imply the 

importance of investigating the behaviour of unburned gas 

that precedes the torch flame. This will be discussed in 

detail later.  

5.6. Effects of unburned PC mixture ejection 

Figure 11 is an example of the PC configuration of  

4-stroke-cycle lean-burn gas engines. Since the 4-valve 

layout is necessary for high-power-density engines, the PC 

should be in the centre of the combustion chamber, have  

a funnel shape expanding upward, and locate the fuel sup-

ply port and the spark plug on its top surface. This means 

the ignited flame in the PC always propagates from top to 

bottom and a considerable portion of the methane-air mix-

ture inside the PC is discharged being unburned before the 

torch flame ejection. This preceding PC mixture can be the 

origin of the difference between the measured torch flame 

penetration and the predicted one. 

 

Fig. 9. Effects of Dori = 2.5 mm, 3.5 mm, and 5.0 mm on torch flame penetration and its spreading angle by PC Tip #4, #1, and #5 respectively with 

 Nori(= 8) and VPC in common, measurement results (left half), and simulation results (right half) 
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Fig. 10. Effects of orifice diameter; Dori on ejection behaviour of torch flame by PC Tip #4 (2.5 mm), #1 (3.5 mm), and #5 (5.0 mm), respectively 

with Nori = 8 and VPC in common, in the shadowgraph images (upper row of island) and simulation results (lower row) 

 

 

 Fig. 11. Example of cross-sectional view of pre-chamber assembly [4] 

 

Figure 12 compares enlarged views of observed plumes 

of unburned PC mixture in the Nori = 10 case with corre-

sponding ones predicted by the CFD. The latter was visual-

ized as the light yellow iso-surface of 1 mass% of the PC 

mixture (marker gas). The arrows in the shadowgraph im-

ages indicate the position of the visible jet tips of the un-

burned PC mixture. The capture timings of the two are not 

the same due to the difference in storage period. The CFD 

gave so quick diffusion of the PC mixture into the MC in 

advance that the mixture surrounded the outer circumfer-

ence of the PC before the ejection was captured in the 

shadowgraph at 16.0 ms ASOE. After the true ejection 

started, however, penetrations of both experiments seemed 

the same, and their variation among the orifices seemed 

small. Since the diffusion to the MC ambient means dilu-

tion of the preceding PC mixture with inert nitrogen, it is 

expected to affect the ignitability of the mixture by the 

following torch flame. 

Figure 13 collects the predicted behaviours of torch 

flame from the investigation for the effect of Dori with light 

yellow iso-surfaces of the PC mixture superimposed. As 

mentioned in Fig. 11, there was a discrepancy in penetra-

tion length between the observed and predicted torch flame, 

which is presumably due to the lack of reproducibility in 

the entrainment of MC ambient by the ejected PC mixture 
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Fig. 12. Enlarged view of the ejection process of the unburned PC premixture by PC Tip #3 (Nori = 10, Dori = 3.1 mm), measurement results (upper row), 

and simulation results (lower row), arrows in the shadowgraph images 

 

Fig. 13. Predicted relation between the preceding plumes of unburned premixture and the following torch flames by PC Tip #4 (Dori = 2.5 mm), #1 

 (3.5 mm), and #5 (5.0 mm), respectively with Nori = 8 and VPC in common 

 

and in the ignition occurrence from the torch flame. In 

general, the higher ejection speed enhances the MC nitro-

gen entrainment of the PC mixture and the stretch of the 

torch flame, and results in the deterioration of the ignitabil-

ity of the torch flame to the plume of the PC mixture. In the 

Dori = 2.5 mm case, the preceding PC mixture has the 

highest ejection velocity of the three cases, and its entrain-

ment of MC nitrogen progresses since the tip of the premix-

ture decelerates and expands because of the entrainment by 

the time the torch flame starts ejection. The torch flame also 

decelerates significantly as the torch flame travels through 

the unburned premixture, but no ignition of the premixture 

occurs from the torch flame. 

On the other hand, in the Dori = 5.0 mm case, the un-

burned premixture is ignited as early as 2 ms after the torch 

flame ejection, and the flame length increases rapidly, after 

which the torch flame progresses almost entirely into the 

premixture. By Comparing with the combustion visualiza-

tion by the shadowgraph, it is thought that the ignitability of 

the premixture by the torch flame was underestimated in the 

former case and overestimated in the latter. 

 

6. Conclusions 
In this study, the effects of specifications of a pre-

chamber (PC) tip were numerically examined in detail 

based on the comparison with measurement results in  

a constant-volume combustion vessel (CVCV) that simulat-

ed the combustion chamber configuration of a medium-

speed PC-type gas engine. As a first step in investigating 

the combustion process of PC-type gas engines, the repro-

ducibility of CFD predictions regarding the influence of PC 

tip specifications on torch flame ejection was evaluated 

under non-combustion conditions by charging pure nitrogen 

in the main chamber (MC). Moreover, the preceding ejec-

tion process of unburned premixture from the PC was dis-

cussed in some cases succeeding in its visualization. The 

following conclusions were obtained. 

1. The reproducibility of the CFD simulation that consid-

ers the reduction of calculation load for the application 

to a medium-speed gas engine was successfully evaluat-

ed based on measurement results of the torch flame be-

haviour in a constant-volume combustion vessel 

(CVCV) with the same scale as a PC-type medium-
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speed gas engine under non-combustible ambient condi-

tions in an MC. 

2. If other specifications of the PC tips are the same, the 

penetration length of torch flames of a PC-type gas en-

gine is proportional to the ejection velocity or the ejec-

tion momentum of a torch flame, while their spreading 

angle changes inversely. The trends were qualitatively 

and quantitatively reproduced by the applied CFD frame. 

Although the increase in the orifice aspect ratio and the 

decrease in the PC tip throat diameter also give similar 

but relatively weaker trends, the reproducibility of the 

numerical simulation got worse with these parameters. 

3. The numerical predictions consistently tended to overes-

timate the penetration of the torch flame in the early 

stage of the ejection. The discrepancy is probably at-

tributed to the unburned premixture ejection from the 

PC preceding the torch flame. For the applied shadow-

graph optics in the measurements, it was difficult to 

identify the ignited region of the unburned premixture 

by the torch flame, and for the applied numerical predic-

tion, it was difficult to reproduce the entrainment of the 

MC ambient and the ignition process of the unburned 

premixture. 

4. The investigation of the effects of a PC orifice diameter 

showed that the ignition potential of the torch flame 

tended to be overestimated in the larger orifice case of  

a slower ejection speed and less MC ambient entrain-

ment, but it was reversed in the smaller orifice case of  

a higher ejection speed. As for the tip penetration of the 

unburned premixture, detailed observation of the shad-

owgraph images and the visualized prediction results 

were in good agreement, but the simulated penetration 

was somewhat obscure because of the excessive numer-

ical diffusion of the premixture from the orifice into the 

MC ambient and the evaluation uncertainty in the ignit-

ability of the nitrogen-diluted unburned premixture by 

the torch flame. 

As a next step, it is necessary to simulate the whole 

combustion process numerically with the MC charged with 

a lean premixture of CH4/air. By comparing with the exper-

imental results in the MC combustion cases by Wakasugi et 

al. [22], essential flame propagation from the torch flame 

surface into the MC premixture would be numerically clari-

fied, and then a novel and practical index for the combus-

tion-promoting potential of the torch flame such as so-

called “jet intensity” could be formulated based on the PC 

tip specifications. 

 

Nomenclature 

Aori total opening area of PC tip orifices 

AMR adaptive mesh refinement 

ASOE after the start of ejection 

CFD computational fluid dynamics 

CN carbon neutrality 

CPU central processing unit 

CVCV constant volume combustion vessel 

Dori diameter of PC orifice 

Dtrt throat diameter of PC tip 

GHG greenhouse gas 

GRI Gas Research Institute 

IMO International Maritime Organization 

Lori length of PC orifice 

(L/D)ori aspect ratio of PC tip orifice 

MC main combustion chamber 

MEPC Marine Environment Protection Committee 

Nori the number of PC tip orifices 

NG natural gas 

NOx nitrogen oxides 

PC pre-combustion chamber 

RANS Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes equations 

SAGE structural adaptive grid embedding 

SI spark ignition (forced ignition) 

t tickness of oprical window 

TJI turbulent jet ignition 

VMC capacity volume of MC 

VPC capacity volume of PC 

PC global air excess ratio in PC 

MC global air excess ratio in MC 
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